<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY LOGO</th>
<th>AMERICA MOVIL (AMX)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMPANY NAME</td>
<td>America Movil (AMX)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPANY | Leading company in services of telecommunications in Latin America and third worldwide major operator in underwriters’ terms(ends) according to stock position. Mobile America has:
  * Operations in 18 countries in the Americas
  * Operations in 7 countries of Eastern Europe
  * More than 238 million mobile subscribers
  * More than 75 million connections of fixed services (RGU’s) that include more than 20 millions of TV’s services for subscription, 31 million services of voice it fixes and 23 millions of broad mobile band.
(Number of subscribers and population covered in the Americas excluding USA to December, 2015) |
| IMPORTANCE OF AMERICA MOVIL IN THE REGION | * More than 185 thousand direct jobs
* Income from US $ 45 billion |
| WHY DOES AMERICA MOVIL CONSIDER IMPORTANT TO WORK TOGETHER IN THE OBJECTIVES OF THE 2030 ICT ALLIANCE? | In the last 20 years, America Movil has invested, decided and consistently in 18 countries of the American continent, with a vision of incorporation and mass-production of the services of telecommunications in the region. The innovation and the equitable access to the services of telecommunications has allowed the company to acquire a position of leadership in the sector TIC in the region contributing with the education and generation of employment, determinant factors in the reduction of the poverty. |
  * Optical fiber: 680 thousand kilometres and 64 million connected homes
  * Wireless access: 173 thousand base stations (56 % with services of broad mobile band)
  * Satelital: Star One relies on a system of 8 satellites that they cover the region
  * Submarine cable: Capacity of 168 thousand kilometres of submarine cable including 17,500 kilometres of the cable AMX - To which they spread of the USA, passing for Center America and the Carib and inclusive up to Brazil.
  * Byline Centers: 18 in those who offer themselves services of cloud such as IAAS, SAAS, etc.
| COMMITMENT OF THE ALLIANCE OAS-MILICOM | Commitment 1: Deployment of networks of broad band with rural coverage
  * Broad mobile band in more than 90 % of the cities with more than 50,000 inhabitants
  * Broad mobile band in more than 80 % of the cities with more than 20,000 inhabitants
  * Broad mobile band in more than 60 % of the cities with more than 5,000 inhabitants

Commitment 2: Qualify for the Employment
  * Platform of and - training of the Foundation Carlos Slim
  * More than 70 courses of different skills on line
  * Stock exchange of employment specifies for each country

Commitment 3: Creation of an especial access for the ICT 2030 Alliance, OAS/AMERICA MOVIL, within the Initiative of Foundation Carlos Slim who has as mission to offer free training on line to persons of all the ages, without limit of time and without requirements of previous studies, in different jobs and technical - operative activities of different productive sectors. The plans of study are designed considering the highest standard of execution of every sector, the best protocols of customer service, as well as safety measures and hygiene. The training is programmed based on studies made according to the demand in the labor market and suggestions of the users of the platform. America Movil and the OAS, together, will certify the digital trainings. |